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1 Semiconductor/EDA Industry 3D Trends
The semiconductor industry has traditionally relied predominantly upon scaling for device feature
integration in accordance with Moore's Law. However, in recent years excessive and rising nonrecurring engineering (NRE) costs have threatened to throttle these broad industry-wide benefits.
As highlighted in the ITRS Roadmap, the industry has turned toward “More Than Moore” integration, including greater use of multi-die packages. In particular, the advance of through-silicon-via
(TSV) technology promises to enable higher density interconnect, greater bandwidth / performance, less power consumption, improved effective yields, reduced time-to-market, and lower overall costs.
TSVs may be connected vertically in a stacked die configuration (“3D”), or side-by-side with the
help of a passive die (“interposer”) to route signals between the TSVs of the active die. For the
purpose of this paper, both will be collectively referred to as “3D”. The use of “tier” in this paper
will refer to any die that is part of a multi-die stack.

Fig 1. Side view of a TSV

Fig 2. 2.5D die with interoposer (courtesy Xilinx)
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Unlike the situation in 2009, today much of the industry appears to have aligned around a
timetable for mainstream production 3D TSV products. For heterogeneous tiers (e.g. memoryover-logic or memory-aside-logic), common wisdom points to 2013-14 as the first year of mainstream integration into OEM products. The initial products driving this demand are smartphones
and tablets. Smartphones will require 3D stacking to minimize footprint area and support advanced 4G features / data rates; tablets can permit larger 2.5D footprints, yet still benefit from
large improvements in data transfer rates. For memory-with logic TSV architectures, a new WideIO memory transfer protocol enables transfer rates up to 8.6GB/sec.
3D technology touches upon every aspect of the semiconductor design and manufacturing supply
chain. Below is a summary-level front-to-back 3D flow:

Fig 3. Front to back 3D design / manufacturing flow
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2 Summary of Si2 3D Activities
With its industry-wide mission and membership base, Si2 staff have been tracking the progress of
3D technology for a number of years, and seeking to understand more precisely where broadbased data exchange standards might be required. For example, Si2 has been annual co-sponsor
of the 3D Architectures for Semiconductor Integration and Packaging conference since 2006,
including delivering presentations on standardization aspects of 3D.
When the Design Technology Council (DTC) met under the auspices of Si2, 3D was discussed in
the broader context of multi-die “system in package” configurations (SiP). This led to increased
monitoring and support of 3D and SiP by Si2 beginning in 2006.
In late 2008, Si2 established a strategic industry alliance with GSA, with an initial focus area of
interoperability for 3D design flows. GSA began hosting a number of meetings of its EDA /
Design Advisory Panel on the topic of 3D, and shortly thereafter forming a separate interest group
on 3D interoperability. Si2 participated and assisted in these meetings. During this time, semiconductor design houses began discussing the need for Si2 to begin defining 3D design flow
standards.
In response, Si2 canvassed numerous members for interest in standardization, and developed a
proposal for a TAB on 3D and SiP standards that was presented to Si2's Board in July 2009. Si2's
Board unanimously approved the formation of this group.
Si2 co-hosted with GSA an industry workshop to better establish requirements for 3D design flow
standards in Oct 2009. Nearly 50 experts across the supply chain participated and provided good
quality inputs for guiding next steps. However, as Si2 staff worked to secure specific member resources necessary for TAB formation, it became evident that the time was not yet right. Si2 put
ramp-up on hold, and continued monitoring the situation throughout 2010 and into 2011, all the
while continuing to participate in GSA interest group meetings.
In early 2011, visits with numerous members and prospects convinced us that the time was now
right to proceed. Furthermore, other related 3D consortia collaborations were taking root as well,
such as the “3D Enablement Center” established by SEMI, SEMATECH, and SRC, proving that
production need was firming up. Further follow-up discussions have given Si2 confidence to embark on the launch of a modest initial TAB effort, called Open3D.
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3 3D Design Flow Standards – Why Now?
Because, in the typical case, tiers will be coming not only from different companies and at different process nodes, but possibly also different foundries as well, there is little ability to successfully
integrate these different tiers into a common package and test the result without standards. It is
not possible to ensure a single EDA vendor flow spanning across the design of tiers designed by
different companies. Many customers have directly expressed the primary concern that a lack of
standards that all designers and all EDA tools can accept will result in unaligned formats that do
not work together. While both basic and advanced levels of data exchange have been envisioned
for 3D design flow standards, at a minimum the basic ability to connect and describe the tiers and
the stack configuration must be aligned in order for multi-company tier integration to be successful in the mainstream scenarios described earlier in this paper.
Since production 3D TSV chips are expected in 2013-14, it will be necessary to design these tiers
in compatible EDA systems by 2012. This means that basic EDA standards will be essential by
early 2012 to not hold up design and delivery of these semiconductor products.
This rationale lends further support to beginning a standardization process now with the Open3D
TAB.
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4 Si2's Role Among Consortia in 3D
Many types of research and standardization are required for success in 3D design styles, and
many organizations are playing significant, complementary roles. The following diagram indicates the design flow standardization focus of Si2 relative to other partner and peer groups
engaged in 3D technologies.

Fig. 4. Scope and purpose of major consortia engaged in 3D (refer back to Fig. 3)

GSA, for example, actively promotes their membership to contact Si2 for standardization activities in 3D design flows.
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5 Open3D TAB
The Open3D TAB is in its launch phase, with an initial “open” meeting targeted for DAC 2011.
We are anticipating at least 10-12 members, with over 20 expressing current interest in participating. Participation is drawing from a wide range of the supply chain, including fabless leaders,
packaging / OSAT, foundries, and system / OEMs.
Open3D is scoped to help enable interoperable 2.5D and 3D design flows with open standards,
providing common interfaces, but not infringing upon any proprietary algorithms, products, or
methodologies. Open3D will share and reuse Si2's well-accepted IP Policy.
Several technology contributions have already been offered, and there is substantial industry
pressure for the first baseline (connectivity) standard to be ready by 1Q 2012.
Based upon industry input, we are looking at dividing the work generally along three phases:
1. Design exchange formats / API's and sub-flows (ex. Partitioning / floorplanning constraints
for design of tiers, tier-to-tier constraints for micro-bump exclusion zones, thermal / mechanical stress, etc.)
2. Model exchange formats / API's and sub-flows (ex. Electrical, thermal, mechanical models
of adjacent tiers)
3. Format / API standards support for full heterogeneous and homogeneous 3D design methodologies (e.g. 'pathfinding')
Open3D will also be engaging a number of experts across the research and academic community for their domain knowledge.
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